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ABSTRACT  
Recent  work shows  that  machine  learning (ML)  can predict  failure  time  and other  
aspects  of  laboratory stick-slip events  using the  acoustic  signal  emanating from  the  
fault  zone.  These  approaches  use  supervised ML  to  construct  a  mapping between  
features  of  the  acoustic  signal  and fault  properties,  such  as  the  instantaneous  
frictional  state  and time  to  failure.  We  build  on this  by investigating the  potential  for  
unsupervised ML  classify precursors  in the  acoustic  signal  as  failure  approaches.  We  
evaluate  robustness  of  the  method by comparing our  ML  results  to  the  temporal  
evolution of  the  Gutenberg-Richter  b-value  during the  laboratory seismic  cycle.  In  
addition, w e  assess  whether  or  not  a  supervised  ML  model  can be  constructed at  one  
shearing velocity and tested on different  shearing velocities.  By changing the  
shearing velocity, w e  are  able  to  systematically change  the  characteristics  of  the  slip 
events.  In particular,  a  lower  drive  velocity results  in fast  slip events  with large  stress  
drops,  while  a  higher  driver  velocity results  in slow  slip events  with small  stress  
drops.  We  use  data  from  friction experiments  conducted at  constant  at  range  of  
normal  stresses  between 2-7 MPa  and shearing velocities  between 3-17 µm/s.  
Acoustic  emission data  are  recorded continuously throughout  the  experiment  at  4  
MHz  using broad-band pizeoceramic  sensors.  Statistical  features  of  the  acoustic  
signal  are  input  to  a  ML  algorithm.  We  find that  many statistical  features  of  the  
acoustic  signal  are  necessary to  observe  precursory trends  to  failure  when using an  
unsupervised ML  approach.  For  supervised ML,  we  are  able  to  construct  a  simple  
model  using the  acoustic  variance  to  predict  the  instantaneous  shear  stress  
irrespective  of  the  shearing velocity.   Our  results  are  consistent  with traditional  
seismic  methods  for  characterizing precursors  to  failure  and further  illuminate  the  
processes  responsible  for  changes  in fault  zone  properties  prior  to  earthquake  failure.  


